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INTRODUCTION

This bibliography references select works on the development, interpretation and implementation of women’s international human rights as established by the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women and other international and regional human rights conventions. This bibliography is confined to international law and does not include materials on national or comparative sex discrimination laws, except to the extent that such articles integrate domestic human rights issues with a discussion international women’s human rights law.

The objective of this bibliography is to facilitate and stimulate the research and writing of legal scholars, students, and activists in the field of women’s international human rights by assisting them in finding published works in this area. To this end we have included in our listings books and articles published recently, as well as those of historical note. Most of the references are to secondary sources,
although we have listed those primary sources that will be referred to frequently by the reader.¹

The first bibliography on the international right to nondiscrimination on the basis of sex² contained just over 140 entries. The second bibliography referenced over 260 publications.³ It is a positive indication of how the field of women's human rights law has expanded that this bibliography contains over 400 entries.

Works are listed in this bibliography according to theme. If a publication contains multiple themes, then the article is first referenced under its primary theme, and cross-referenced under the secondary theme. We have included extra information in the citations, such as the country of publication for a journal or the publisher's address, where we felt that it would assist the reader in locating the material. Therefore, the citation format does not always conform to that of The American University Law Review.

The general format for articles appearing in periodicals is the name of the author, article title, volume number, periodical title, first and last page numbers, date, and the country of publication where required for clarity. Where a volume comprises more than one issue, and the issues are consecutively paginated, only the volume number is indicated. The general format for books, monographs, and reports is the author's name, book title, editors (if any), location and name of the publisher, date, and number of pages. Book chapters follow a similar format, with the chapter's author and the chapter's title appearing before the book title, and the first and last page numbers of the chapter indicated after the book title. Occasionally, specific information on how to locate the publisher is included in parentheses. We have endeavored to ensure that the references in this bibliography are correct. However, we welcome any additions or corrections to the citations.

The bibliography also will be available in the near future on DIANA, a human rights database. The development of this database is a project undertaken by a consortium of law librarians, university-based human rights centers and nongovernmental human rights organizations in honor of Diana Vincent-Daviss, the former Librarian of Yale Law School and Deputy Director of the Orville H.

---

¹ We have not included all the United Nations reports that refer to women's international human rights. The UN publishes several general bibliographies of its own reports, which may also prove to be a valuable reference material for the researcher.
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I. INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION

A. General: Human Rights of Women


Rishmawi, Mona, *The Developing Approaches of the International Commission of Jurists to Women’s Human Rights, in HUMAN RIGHTS OF

B. The Women's Convention


International Human Rights Law Group, *U.S. Ratification of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimi-


INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S RIGHTS ACTION WATCH, CEDAW #13: A REPORT ON THE THIRTEENTH SESSION OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE ELIMINATION OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN (1994) 47 pages. Reports 1-12 are also available from IWRAW.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S RIGHTS ACTION WATCH, IWRAW TO CEDAW COUNTRY REPORTS ON ARGENTINA, BOLIVIA, CHILE, MAURITIUS, NORWAY, PERU, RUSSIAN FEDERATION, ST. VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES, TUNISIA, UGANDA (1994) 72 pages. IWRAW country reports for previous years are also available.


JAPANESE INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S RIGHTS ACTION WATCH, COMMENTARY ON THE CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN (Japan, JAIWR forthcoming 1995).


Lijnzaad, Liesbeth, Het kussen van een kikker, de werkelijke betekenis van het Vrouwenverdrag [Kissing a Toad, the Real Meaning of the Women’s Convention], NEMESIS 5-17 (1991/92).


*Plata, Maria Isabel, La Convencion de la ONU y la mujer [The United Nations Women's Convention], 8 EL OTRO DERECHO 25-37 (1991).*


**UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION (UNESCO) & CENTRE D'ETUDES DE RECHERCHES ET DE PUBLICATIONS, UNIVERSITÉ DE TUNIS, LA NON-DISCRIMINATION A L'ÉGARD DES FEMMES ENTRE LA CONVENTION DE COPENHAGEN ET LE DISCOURS IDENTITAIRE [NON-DISCRIMINATION WITH REGARD TO WOMEN BETWEEN THE COPENHAGEN CONVENTION AND IDENTIFYING DISCUSSION] (Tunis, Imprimerie officielle de la République Tunisienne 1989) 391 pages.**


See also Mutukwa (II.A.); Genefsky (III.A.-Egypt); Goldfarb (III.A.-Kenya); Bryce (III.B.-Australia); Evatt (III.B.-Australia); McKenzie (III.B.-China); Yasuko (III.B.-Japan); Chen (III.B.-New Zealand); Cortes (III.B.-Philippines); Mendez Costa (III.D.-Argentina); Russell (III.D.-Colombia); Prieto (III.D.-Paraguay); and Bustello (IV.M.).

C. Equality and Nondiscrimination


Tomuschat, Christian, Equality and Non-Discrimination Under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, in STAATSRECHT-VOLKERRECHT-EUROPARECHT: FESTSCHRIFT FUR


Wiseman, Stephen, Sex Discrimination: Some Recent Decisions of the European Court of Justice, 21 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 621-40 (1983). See also Byrnes (III.B.-Hong Kong); Steiner (III.C.-United Kingdom); and Mahoney (III.D.-Canada).

D. Feminist Theory


*See also* Mertus & Goldberg (I.A.).

**II. REGIONAL PROTECTION**

**A. Africa**
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See also Armstrong (IV.C.); Nhlapo (IV.C.); Howard (IV.D.); Butegwa (IV.I.); and Adjetey (IV.M.).

B. Asia-Pacific and Australia


ASIA PACIFIC FORUM ON WOMEN, LAW AND DEVELOPMENT (APFWLD), WOMEN’S RIGHTS, HUMAN RIGHTS: ASIA-PACIFIC REFLECTIONS (Kuala Lumpur, Malay., APFWLP 1993) 58 pages.


See also Heyzer (IV.B.); and Goonesekere (IV.G.).

C. Europe

See also Boucaud; Buckley & Anderson; Buquiccio-de Boer (1985 & 1995); Byre; Callendar & Meenan; Council of Europe; Docksey; Ellis (1991 & 1994); Flynn; Fredman; Hoskyns; Kwon; McCrudden (1987, 1993 & 1994); More; O’Donovan & Szyszczak; Olsen; Prechal & Burrows; Shaw; Vila Costa; and Wiseman, all (I.C.); Keiner & Wickam (IV.A.); Blanpain & Engels (IV.B.); Corcoran (IV.B.); Cullen (IV.B.); Ellis (1986 & 1993) (IV.B.); Harvey (IV.B.); Landau (IV.B.); Ziccolella (IV.B.); Cvetic (IV.C.); De Hondt (IV.C.); Doswald-Beck (IV.C.); Douglas (IV.C.); Drzemczewski (IV.C.); Duffy (IV.C.); King (IV.C.); Salzberg (IV.C.); Scherwe (IV.C.); Storey (IV.C.); Ackers (IV.G.); Lovenduski (1986 & 1988) (IV.H.); Forder (IV.M.); Hartman (IV.M.); Spahn (IV.M.); Tomasevski (IV.M.); and Sohrab (IV.N.).
D. Inter-American


See also Culliton (IV.O.).

III. DOMESTIC PROTECTION


A. Africa and the Middle East

1. Botswana


2. Egypt


3. Ghana

See Kuenyehia (IV.N.).

4. Kenya


5. Kuwait

6. Occupied Territories

See also Cerverak (IV.K.).

7. Somalia


8. South Africa


9. Sudan


10. Uganda

B. Asia-Pacific and Australia

1. Australia


2. Bangladesh


3. China


*See also* Hom (IV.E.).
4. **Hong Kong**


5. **India**


See also Rahman (IV.L.); Carlson-Whitley (IV.O.).

6. **Japan**


See also Japanese International Women's Rights Action Watch (I.B.); and Hsu (IV.J.).

7. **Korea**

See Kim (I.B.); and Kim (IV.C.).

8. **New Zealand**

9. Pakistan


10. Philippines

See also Cortes & Lotilla (IV.G.).

11. Thailand

See Human Rights Watch (IV.J.).

C. Europe

1. Bosnia-Herzegovina

See also Ayderot; Goldstein; International Human Rights Law Group; Kapidzic; Kohn; Levy; MacKinnon; Pratt; and Stiglmayer, all (IV.F.).

2. Ireland

Colvin, Cathleen M., Society for the Protection of Unborn Children (Ireland) Ltd. v. Grogan: Irish Abortion Law and the Free Movement of


See also Dillon (IV.C.); Phelan (IV.M.); Stoffregen (IV.M.); and Thompson (IV.M.).

3. Poland


4. Romania


5. Russia


6. Turkey

7. **United Kingdom**


**D. Inter-American**

1. **Argentina**


2. **Brazil**


3. **Canada**


See also Fox (IV.K.); Long (IV.K.); Mawani (IV.K.); Oosterveld (IV.K.); and Potter (IV.K.).

4. Colombia


5. Haiti


6. Paraguay


7. Peru


8. United States


See also International Human Rights Law Group (I.B.); Olsen (I.C.); Travis (IV.B.); Fox (IV.K.); Goldberg (IV.K.); Long (IV.K.); Cohen (IV.M.); Coliver & Newman (IV.M.); and Cook (IV.M.).

IV. SPECIFIC WOMEN'S ISSUES

A. Education


B. Employment and Labor


*See also* Chen (I.B.), More (I.C.); Human Rights Watch (III.C.-Russia); and Cromack (III.C.-United Kingdom).
C. Family Life


Ericksson, Maja K., The Right to Marry and to Found a Family (Uppsala, Swed., Iustus Forlag AB 1990) 223 pages.


**D. Female Circumcision**


E. Girl-Child


F. Humanitarian Law


GOLDSTEIN, ANNE TIERNEY, RECOGNIZING FORCED IMPREGNATION AS A WAR CRIME UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW (New York, Centre for Reproductive Law & Policy 1993) 33 pages.


Mertus, Julie, "Woman" in the Service of National Identity, 5 HASTINGS WOMEN'S L.J. 5-23 (1994).


*See also* Human Rights Watch (III.C.-Bosnia-Herzegovina); Nizch (III.C.-Bosnia-Herzegovina); and (III.D.-Peru).

G. Nationality and Citizenship


*See also* Human Rights Watch (III.A.-Botswana); and Seny (III.A.-Botswana).
H. Political Rights


I. Property Law


Freeman, Marsha, Women, Law, and Land at the Local Level: Claiming Women's Human Rights in Domestic Legal Systems, 16 HUM. RTS. Q. 559-75 (1994).

J. Prostitution, Trafficking in Women, and Slavery-Like Practices


BRUSSA, LICIA, SURVEY ON PROSTITUTION, MIGRATION AND TRAFFIC IN WOMEN: HISTORY AND CURRENT SITUATION (Strasbourg, Council of Europe 1991) 68 pages.


**K. Refugees**


Cervenak, Christine M., *Promoting Inequality: Gender-Based Discrimination in UNRWA’s Approach to Palestine Refugee Status*, 16 HUM. RTS. Q. 300-74 (1994).


L. Religion and Culture


See also Coomaraswamy (III.B.).

M. Reproductive Rights and Health


**TOMASEVSKI, KATARINA, HUMAN RIGHTS IN POPULATION POLICIES** (Lund, Swedish International Development Authority 1994) 127 pages.

*See also* Shelton (II.D.); Amin & Hossain (III.B.-Bangladesh); Rahman (III.B.-Pakistan); Cole (III.C.-Ireland); Colvin (III.C.-Ireland); Smyth (III.C.-Ireland); Wilkinson (III.C.-Ireland); Zielinska & Plakwicz (III.C.-Poland); and Human Rights Watch (III.C.-Turkey); Gilbert (IV.K.).
N. Social and Economic Welfare, and Development


O. Violence Against Women


**PROFAMILIA SERVICIOS LEGALES PARA MUJERES**, [PROFAMILIA LEGAL SERVICES FOR WOMEN], *La violencia y los derechos humanos de la mujer* [VIOLence AND THE HUMAN RIGHTS OF WOMEN] (Bogota, Printex Impresores 1992) 208 pages.


See also Wing (I.D.); Human Rights Watch (III.A.-Kuwait), (III.A.-Somalia), (III.B.-India), (III.D.-Brazil), (III.D.-Haiti); Minnesota Advocates for Human Rights (III.C.-Romania); and Castel (IV.K.).